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Abstract- In despite of the geographical location, internet connection is provided always
and everywhere with the implications of designing of Mobile ad hoc network (MANET).
Different types of applications of MANETs are included environment monitoring, military
and disaster recovery. The resource-constrained environment of MANET is not allowed to
perform the communication processes easily. For the network nodes, the limited batteries
are utilized as an equipment. Throughout this process, the major challenging issue is
replacing and recharging of these batteries. Within the MANET, the nodes are added
without considering the circumstances. To process the communication among nodes, the
trustworthy and reliable techniques should be inculcated. The definition of trustworthiness
is about the opinion of a node on the other node with the numerical representation. The
trust is computed based on the previous communication among current nodes. To address
the limitations, a technique of modified multipath routing is needed. By using the network
layer, efficiency is achieved in terms of energy utilization as the MANET is an
infrastructure-less network and a peer-to-peer network. The routing path is chosen
according to the network nodes’ current residual condition with the improved modified
multipath routing protocol. The proposed technique is performed efficiently in terms of
network stability and network’s lifetime than the existing methods like MRPC and EAODV. To determine the proposed method’s effectiveness, NS2 software is utilized to
assess the simulation results.
Keywords: MANET, Multipath, E-AODV, MRPC, Overhead Aware routing, MMPRP,
Clustering.
1. INTRODUCTION
Intended for determining a single route amongst a source as well as target node, average
routing protocols in ad hoc wireless networks, for instance AODV as well as DSR, remain
proposed primarily. Multipath routing comprises of detection of several routes amongst a
source as well as a target node. These multiple paths amongst source as well as destination
node pairs may remain utilized for corresponding among the dynamic as well as random
behaviour of ad hoc systems [1]. Usage of multiple paths aimed at attainment of a minor end
to end delay can remain possible assuming the obtainability of huge bandwidth.
Redundant as well as alternative routes remain recognized by presentation of effective
information packet transmission in multipath routing protocols. Moreover The power intake
of key relay nodes remains condensed and the network subdividing difficulty produced using
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the energy consumption of these nodes is resolved. These multipath protocols remain
engaged aimed at delivering dependability, decreasing overhead as well as maximizing
network lifespan as well as cross routing [2]. Detection plus conservation of multiple paths
have remained the concerns of multipath routing protocols.
Routing alongside a single path might not offer sufficient bandwidth aimed at a bond in view
of the restricted environment of in a wireless network. Nevertheless, once numerous paths
remain utilized instantaneously towards routing information, the collective bandwidth of the
routes might indulge the bandwidth limitation of the submission. Moreover, the existing
bandwidth remains greater that might allow a smaller end to end delay assuming the
obtainability of a greater bandwidth. Radio interference must be engaged into consideration
by nodes in the network communicating over the wireless medium. Thus regulating the
attainable throughput, Broadcasts commencing a node alongside single route might obstruct
using broadcasts from a node along additional one.
The Route detection overhead of the multipath routing remains as great as that of single path
routing. Acceptable working of the technique remains probable in a multipath routing
network regardless of the happening of any downfall of one or some of the multipath amid a
source as well as its destination. Hence, the frequency of route detection remains small in
such system. Moreover, multipath routing [3] fallouts in a greater throughput, by means of
the entire nodes remain set to practice a restricted capability, for instance bandwidth as well
as processing power.
Energy reduction techniques estimated by routing layer, as well as the effort is energy
capability in MANETs may remain addressed at unlike layers [4]. In latest centuries, several
investigators have been giving consideration towards the expansion of energy usage of
mobile nodes, commencing special points of opinion. Certain scheduled resolutions effort
towards changing the communication control of wireless nodes. Additional applications lean
towards proficient managing of a sleep state for the nodes and these resolutions sequences
after pure MAC-layer resolutions towards resolutions joining MAC and routing functionality.
Lastly, there exist several suggestions that effort to categorize an energy effective routing
process, proficient of routing information above the system as well as conserving the battery
power of portable nodes. Such applications are frequently completely different, when others
purpose to enhance energy-attentive performance towards available protocols, such as
AODV, DSR and OLSR.
The objective of energy awareness routing protocols stays towards reducing energy usage in
the transmission of packets amid a source as well as a destination, to stay away from routing
of packets over nodes by small enduring energy [5], towards optimizing overflowing of
routing in sequence above the system then towards avoiding interference as well as
intermediate impacts. Certain routing protocols establish wireless nodes into clusters, for
example leach. In Xia & Vlajic the situations below such protocols remain energy capable
remains documented as well as the best radius of a collection remains defined.
Towards providing opportunity in the investigation, this unit shall remain devoted to define
what routing overheads remain, what routing overheads to expect (i.e. metrics) grounded on
what additional investigation has well-defined routing overheads in addition to why lower
routing overheads might not remain significant. In a network towards maintaining
connectivity, Routing overheads are the processing necessity aimed at a node. Several of
these routing overheads may be understood by means of limitations in the network and may
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upsurge bandwidth intake, as well as energy utilization. The succeeding are the usually
deliberated overheads that will remain utilized in the investigation of MANET overheads [6].
Papers such as claim upon that determining routing paths as well as position of nodes may
affect the overheads of routing. The aforementioned employs GPS co-ordinate of nodes
towards helping to decrease routing path procedure controls. It determines an improved
version of the AODV protocol [7] named as the Adaptive Request Zone for Ad Hoc OnDemand Distance Vector (ARZAODV) protocol that uses a process to define distance as well
as positioning of a node.
In traditional routing, the advancing nodes remain carefully chosen grounded on static
considerations (ex: series number in AODV). Thus every now and then similar nodes might
remain carefully chosen endlessly as of their preeminence in specific considerations. This
unceasing assortment of these nodes [8] deprived of assuming their obtainable possessions
may outcome in advanced packet delays as well as losses. Similarly this unceasing
assortment of the carefully chosen nodes produces additional overhead towards the advancing
nodes.
2. RELATED WORK
In [9], author presents and finding the routing path for avoiding the node for becoming the
bottleneck, extending the lifetime of the network and for providing the stability of the link is
the aim of this method. In terms of energy as well as buffer using the knapsack approach, the
existing residual condition is the Route selection metric of the proposed routing protocol. An
inquisitive pattern towards bottleneck node, calculation of current residual condition of
nodes, priority assignment, as well as routing path initiation are the essential contributions for
the proposed method.
As a result of infrastructure-less network, Reducing MANET’s susceptibility is a challenging
task. The network’s safety within this literature is improved by various certificate revocation
(CR) methods as well as trust calculation approaches. A recommendation -built trustworthy
model is presented by Shabut et al. [10]. Including the different characteristics such as trust,
confidence value, as well as deviation value during the creation of a cluster in order to obtain
the secure node communication in MANET is the main aim of this method. The trustworthy
is calculated by providing an effective method. The intruders towards the contribution of the
network operations are prevented by presenting a certificate revocation technique proposed
by Liu et al. [11]. WL (Warning List) as well as BL (Black List) are the 2 kinds involved in
this approach and CA handles these listings and the false acquisition is reduced using this
approach.
A trust-based threshold cryptography revocation approach on behalf of MANETs is presented
by Dahshan et al. [12]. Once, the hash chain operation is applied, the modes for distributing
the CA key is described here. An approach for calculating a trustworthy graph which defines
the duration of the communication of the nodes with others with the considerations of LCM
of the initial communicating period as well as exchange of the trusted values throughout the
succeeding communication using the adjacent node is presented by Zhao et al. [13]. The
movement of the nodes within a cyclic order is obtained by reducing the communication
overhead.
The generalized digital certificate (GDC) model is presented by Harn and Ren [14] and
providing the user identification or authentication as well as key agreement is the major
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objective of GDC. The Discrete logarithm (DL) built as well as integer factoring built
protocols are used by them in which the user authentication as well as the establishment of
the secret key is achieved. In order to establish the effective paths within the mixed multi-hop
wireless networks is discussed by Mahmoud et al. [15]. The trust systems as well as the
payment using a trust-built in addition to energy-aware routing protocol is combined by ESTAR. A completely circulated IMKM is presented by Li and Liu [16] with the combination
of ID built multiple secret as well as threshold cryptography. The importance of the
certificated in order to authenticate and to provide additional significance upon the efficient
key management is eradicated by it.
A sequence of steps which attains the objectives for reducing the size of CRL is proposed by
Haas et al. [17] and the existence of the certificate within CRL is found using this efficient
technique in addition to the technique for the updates of CRL. An Effective Distributed Trust
Model (EDTM) which could evaluate the trust of the sensor nodes in an accurate way is
presented by Jiang et al. [18] and the safety violation can be prevented in an efficient way. A
trustworthy evaluation technique which is dealt widely using a harsh on–off attack situation
is presented by Chae et al. [19]. A technique for calculating the trustworthy with the help of
Chain Trust model is proposed by Chang and Kuo [20] and moreover, it presents a method
for keeping a secondary CA suspended during the initial CA failure is proposed by Chang
and Kuo [20]. A light weighted IDS in which the nodes are defended with the help of the
identity switch that causes the attack is presented by Abbas et al. [21]. A trustworthy model
depending upon the regression for providing secure routing is presented by Venkataraman et
al. [22].
3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In this phase of the research work, an overhead aware modified multipath routing protocol
(MMPRP) is introduced to improve the node selection and to reduce the overhead on the
nodes. This is done with the concern of the nodes closely located nearer to the sink node. The
forwarder nodes are selected based on estimated overhead rate (EOR) on each node. The
multipath routing is useful to reduce the occupancy rate of the communication channels by
bypassing the traffic through multiple channels. A trust framework is introduced based on
node’s forwarding behavior to each and every node in the network to provide a mutual trust
between the nodes.
In this point of the investigation effort, an overhead aware energy grounded multipath routing
remains presented towards improving the relay node assortment as well as towards reducing
the overhead on the nodes. This remains achieved by the concept of the nodes narrowly
positioned closer towards the sink node. The advancing nodes remain carefully chosen
grounded on estimated overhead rate (EOR) on every single node. The multipath routing
remains beneficial for reducing the usage amount of the communication frequencies through
evading the traffic via several channels. A trust context remains presented grounded on
node’s advancing performance towards every single node in the network for providing a
communal trust among the nodes.
a. Route discovery process in network:
The reactive protocol doesn’t maintain account of data regarding their neighbors. When a
necessity to communicate with further node, it initiates the route detection procedure towards
identifying the optimal towards the destination. In network scenario (figure 2), the source
node S initiates Route discovery procedure in building the RREQ and onwards towards its
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neighbor nodes. When a node obtains RREQ, it computes the RREQ list and forwards
towards the nodes existing in the record. This procedure endures till the destination befalls.
The destination node builds the RREP, and forwards towards the nodes in the RREP list. This
procedure continues until the source is obtained. The gradual procedure of route discovery is
as follows:
Step 1: Recognize the N/W Topology.
Step 2: Source node initiates the Route Request (RREQ) towards finding the optimal route
from source towards destination.
Step 3: The neighboring nodes obtain RREQ and introduce its neighbor data in the RREQ
packet and forward the RREQ towards its neighboring nodes deprived of preserving the
RREQ information.
Step 4: The step 3 repeated until the destination arise otherwise until the Time To Live (TTL)
pass away, If TTL terminates afore the destination is recognized, at that time increase the
TTL value and continue the step 2.
Step 5: The destination node obtains RREQ and build the Route Replay (RREP) and forwards
towards the nodes present in the approval list.
Step 6: Whenever a node obtains RREP, it will run the step 5.
Step 7: The source node obtains the RREP from unalike routes, and select the optimal route.
3.2 Creating Cluster
Cluster remains the combination of expedients in the network towards subgroups. Cluster
remains designed using by means of the expanse amid 2 nodes. This phase would reduce the
hops when transferring information since a cluster would remain thoroughly combined. The
distance among two nodes remains utilized when developing cluster since they remain
feasible to practice the similar situations or atmosphere, hence combining them collected
would decrease the variance of trust standards among them.
3.3 Calculating Trust
This method offers the calculation of direct trust by sum of positive as well as adverse
communication amongst the nodes and shows in equation 1.
DT = αi j / (αi j + bi j)

(1)

Aimed at twofold nodes i and j, α remains the sum of effective communication as well as β
remains the sum of ineffective communication. The trust value would constantly remain 0 ≤
DT ≤ 1.
3.4 Selection of Threshold
The selection of threshold remains a significant characteristic in the above-anticipated
exemplary as the safety level is influenced by the threshold, if threshold stands greater, the
safety will remain great because the entire nodes below threshold will remain invalidated.
Threshold beginning 0.7 to 1.0 would offer less possibility aimed at malicious action.
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Selecting high threshold value originates by certain drawback, i.e., if a communication
remains inflated owing to specific ecological or exterior module the aforementioned lessens
the trust value of a resultant node too outcome within invalidation of a node. Hence selection
of threshold ought to remain examined along with several aspects.
3.5 Algorithm process
Step1: Initially nodes are deployed in the network area randomly
Step2: The nodes are divided into clusters based on the distance between the nodes
Step3: Each node is assigned with direct trust, indirect trust and average trust values to
evaluate the trustworthiness of the nodes
Step4: Nodes trustworthiness is assessed based on node’s forwarding behaviour
Step5: Network is divided into clusters to manage the trust calculation in an efficient way
Step6: Each cluster is represented with their elected Cluster heads
Step7: The CH nodes closely monitor the nodes in the cluster to evaluate the node
Step8: Direct trust is calculated using the neighbour nodes of a current node.
Step9: Indirect trust is calculated by the respective CH node of their respective cluster
Step10: From these direct and indirect trust values node’s average trust is calculated
Step11: This average trust describes the trustworthiness of the nodes in the cluster
Step12: During data transmission, these trust values are taken into account to make the
forwarder node selection decision.
Step13: Overhead is the factor which affects the node performance.
Step14: Overhead describes how much load is given / generated on the node to perform the
given tasks
Step15: During forwarder node selection, this overhead is considered as a prominent factor to
select the low overhead node
Step16: Node’s average trust values are compared with each other to identify the high trust
nodes as they are believed to be most successful.
Step17: To reduce the overhead on every node, multipath routing is taken.
Step18: All the possible paths between the communicating nodes are identified with the help
of a routing protocol.
Step19: Overhead and trust are the deciding factors to select the most suitable forwarder
nodes.
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These factors of every node are compared with their neighbour nodes and finally the
forwarder nodes are finalised.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Through the implementation of the relative simulations, the MMPRP efficiency can be
measured. With the help of Network simulator-2, the simulation of the proposed protocol, EAODV, and MRPC protocols are performed. The proposed energy model is comparable with
the E-AODV, MRPC protocols and MMPRP. The deployment of the 21sensor nodes is done
within a topographical area A of 1000 m x 500 m in this simulation. Table 1 presents the
essential metrics of this simulation.
Table 1 demonstrates the system parameters employed in our simulations.
The following metrics are considered in order to analyze as well as to compare the
performance of this proposed method and the existing protocols.
1) Network performance: The amount of transmitted packets is evaluated in Megabits
per sec.
2) Propagation Delay: Average time taken for one packet to propagate from source
node towards the destination node.
3) Packet delivery ratio: the Ratio of Data packets transmitted towards the destination.
4) Overhead: Number of routing packets needed for network communication.
Table 1: Simulation parameters
Parameter

Value

Application traffic

CBR

Transmission rate

1000 bytes / 0.5ms

Communication range

250m

Data Packet size

1000 bytes

Number of sensor nodes

21

Number of simulation iterations

160

Initial energy

100j

Network area

1000x500
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Number of clusters

8

Routing methods

MMPRP, E-AODV, MRPC

Routing protocol

AODV

Simulation time

10sec

Figure. 1: Network deployment
Figure 1 represents the network deployment. All the nodes are physically located in a random
approach.
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Figure. 2: Broadcasting in network
Figure 2 represents the broadcasting process in the network. Here all the nodes request their
neighbor nodes for route reply. In this network, routing protocol decides the RREQ and
RREP processes.

Figure.3: Cluster member to Cluster head transmission
Figure 3 represents the cluster member to cluster head for data transmission. After cluster
formation, cluster heads are selected based on their distance from node to node in each
cluster. Here, link should be signified between the cluster member and cluster head.
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Figure. 4: Route level checking process
Figure 4 represents the route level checking before data transmission. Here AOMDV protocol
decides the path level and confirms whether the path is appropriate for routing or not. The
routing protocol constructs the multipath and sends data through available multipath.

Figure. 5: Cluster member to CH Data transmission
Figure 5 represents the cluster member to CH data transmission. In this figure, CBR acts as
traffic protocol that helps to decide the packet size, time interval, maximum number of
packets, start and end time for data process.
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Figure.6: Cluster file formation
Figure 6 represents the cluster files formation with time update and consumes eight clusters
in the network. The cluster head selection process is based on the distance between neighbors
in the network. After the distance calculation, the cluster head has to decide which cluster
member is at nearest distance to the cluster head while comparing with the other members in
the network.

Figure. 7: Hop file in network
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Figure 7 represents the hop file in network. Here index, source, destination, previous hop
node, and next hop node is represented in this table. In this figure, hop nodes between source
and destination decides which path is to be selected for routing.

Figure. 8: Transmission file
Figure 8 represents the transmission file of network. Here, the figure represents each node
that forwards the data to particular node in certain time. In this figure, source node,
destination node, and time interval are updated.

Figure.9: Trust values updating file
Figure 9 represents the final trust values of all the nodes. Before the calculation of final trust
values, the direct trust and indirect trust values are calculated for all the nodes. In our
simulation, trust factor is the one of the parameters for route selection.
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Figure.10: Trace file of network
Figure 10 represents trace file of network. Here node represents the route requests, replies,
energy values, data transmissions, and time intervals that are updated in a proper way.
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Fig.11: Performance on Delay
Figure 11 shows delay of the network. As some of the CHs are not in the vicinity of their
transmission, certain packets are forwarded with some delay. Delay of the network is better
for proposed protocols (MMPRP) than MRPC, E_AODV.
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Fig.12: Routing Overhead
Figure 12 shows overhead of the network. The proposed protocol maintains routing overhead
while data packets required for each node routing process. The proposed protocol (MMPRP)
reduces the network overhead while comparing with the existing protocols like MRPC,
E_AODV.
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Fig. 13: Packet Delivery Ratio
Figure 13 shows Packet Delivery Ratio of the network. For large networks, while data
packets are transmitting at receiver it should get more packets without any dropping. Packet
Delivery Ratio of the network is better for proposed protocols (MMPRP) than MRPC,
E_AODV.
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Fig. 14: Throughput
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Figure 14 shows Throughput of the network. The network performance of proposed protocol
(MMPRP) is better than the existing protocols like MRPC, E_AODV.
5. CONCLUSION
This chapter present the modified multipath routing protocol in MANET. In this chapter, we
describe about multipath routing, energy aware routing, overhead aware routing, and trust
calculations for every node in network. In this point of our research work, an overhead aware
energy grounded multipath routing remains presented towards improving the relay node
assortment as well as towards reducing the overhead on the nodes. This remains achieved by
the concept of the nodes narrowly positioned closer towards the sink node. The advancing
nodes remain carefully chosen grounded on estimated overhead rate (EOR) on every single
node. The multipath routing remains beneficial for reducing the usage amount of the
communication frequencies through evading the traffic via several channels. A trust context
remains presented grounded on node’s advancing performance towards every single node in
the network for providing a communal trust among the nodes. The proposed method when
simulated with respect to delay and routing overhead. The simulated model would
demonstrate a smaller amount of routing overhead and throughput while more overhead at
the node and against non-authenticated node by using trust calculation. The efficiency of
proposed routing protocol is efficient than existing routing protocol like E_AODV, MRPC.
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